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Dolbey Announces Integration of Fusion Suite
with Clario’s zVision Worklist
CINCINNATI, OH and Seattle, WA, March 31, 2010 — Dolbey and Company
announced recently the integration of their Fusion Suite™ speech recognition
technology with the Clario Medical Imaging, Inc. zVision™ unified worklist. The
integration offers a radiology solution that integrates workflow, practice
management and reporting.
Fusion is an enterprise-wide suite of products specifically designed to alleviate
today’s healthcare IT headaches. This fully integrated solution includes
innovative software and hardware for your dictation, transcription and speech
recognition needs. Fusion provides specialized workflow between these three
elements and integration with core hospital and clinical systems to provide
prompt accurate medical documents for the demanding patient care
environment.
zVision is a true unified worklist that integrates a multi-system environment
providing superior access to patient information. zVision offers intelligent realtime dashboard and practice statistics, advanced search and filtering, results
communication tracking and integrated peer review. zVision’s integration with
ReportNow offers radiologists a single source to access patient data and
reporting technology.
“Integration of disparate systems is becoming more important as radiologists are
reading for multiple locations. zVision integrates these systems and brings
patient information together in one location. The integration of Fusion will provide
radiologists with even more efficiency by providing innovative speech recognition
tools. We are pleased to be able to offer this option," commented Bob Leslie,
Senior VP/GM at Dolbey.
“zVision is designed to provide radiologists with a single source to access patient
information and the technologies they need. Integration with the Fusion Suite will

offer radiologist access to dictation, transcription and speech recognition from the
zVision unified worklist,” explained Chris Wood, CEO at Clario, “We’re pleased to
offer Fusion integration to our customers.”
About Dolbey
Dolbey is a leader in providing dictation, transcription, speech recognition and
coding solutions for healthcare in the United States and Canada. Together,
Dolbey and Company, Inc. and Dolbey Systems, Inc. offer the award winning
Fusion Suite™ of integrated products which is backed by the industry’s largest
organization of certified professionals who assist in design, implementation and
support. For more information visit, www.dolbey.com.
About Clario
Clario partners with hospitals, imaging centers and private practice radiology
groups to improve radiologists’ efficiency through integration. Clario’s flagship
product, zVision, provides a benchmark unified worklist, intelligent real-time
monitoring of practice statistics, advanced search, communication tracking and
integrated peer review. For more information, visit www.clariomedical.com.
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